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Abstract
Cholangiocarcinoma (CCA) is a rare but lethal tumor that arises from the intrahepatic, perihilar, or extrahepatic 
bile ducts. Complete surgical resection remains the only chance at long-term survival. Unfortunately, most cases of 
CCA are clinically silent until late in the disease process, and, combined with the lack of effective screening tests, 
many CCAs present as unresectable tumors. CCA workup typically includes a multiphasic chest, abdominal, and 
pelvic imaging, liver function tests, and tumor markers (CEA, CA 19-9). Tissue diagnosis is encouraged but not 
always necessary. In certain situations, esophagogastroduodenoscopy, colonoscopy, and mammography are 
recommended. If resectable, intrahepatic CCAs and perihilar CCAs require a hepatectomy ranging from a wedge 
resection to an extended hepatectomy with reconstruction depending on the location and tumor size. In certain 
specialized centers, portal vein and hepatic artery reconstruction can be performed with good outcomes and 
acceptable morbidity. For resectable extrahepatic CCAs, a pancreaticoduodenectomy is recommended. 
Traditionally, few effective adjuvant options have existed for patients after surgery. However, recent randomized 
controlled trials support the use of either adjuvant chemotherapy or chemoradiation therapy after surgical 
resection. In select patients, intra-arterial therapy options such as transarterial chemoembolization, hepatic artery 
infusion therapy, or yttrium-90 radioembolization, as well as liver transplant, are effective treatment modalities. 
Improved surgical techniques, regionalization of care to high-volume centers, and appropriate application of 
preoperative optimization techniques have safely expanded the candidates of potentially resectable patients and 
improved patient outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION
Cholangiocarcinomas (CCAs) include a heterogeneous group of tumors that arise from the epithelial cells 
of the bile ducts and, although rare, are highly lethal. In the United States, the annual incidence of CCA is 
approximately 1.26 cases per 100,000 people, a rate that has significantly increased over the last two 
decades[1,2]. An estimated 9000 cases occur annually in the United States, and due to aggressive tumor 
biology, low incidence of early detection, and poor efficacy of traditional therapies, less than 10% of all 
patients diagnosed with CCA survive 5 years[1,2]. While much work remains, recent improvements in 
multimodality care have led to decreasing CCA mortality rates since 2013[2].

In patients with CCA, surgical resection provides the only possibility for long-term survival. Unfortunately, 
most cases of CCA are clinically silent, especially early in the disease process, commonly presenting with 
locally advanced disease not amenable to resection[3]. Advances in the surgical management of patients with 
CCA (e.g., portal vein embolization, vascular reconstruction, locoregional and systemic therapies) have 
expanded the pool of surgical candidates. For patients with resectable disease, median overall survival (OS) 
is 51 months with a median relapse-free survival (RFS) of 24 months, significantly improved compared to 
patients with the unresectable disease (median OS 11 months and median RFS 8 months)[4]. However, 
recurrence rates after surgical resection remain high (> 60%)[5]. In this article, we review the evaluation and 
treatment of CCA with a focus on the surgical management of CCA.

Classification
CCA classification includes intrahepatic, perihilar, and extrahepatic or distal subtypes. Approximately 50% 
arise from perihilar ducts, 40% from distal ducts, and less than 10% from intrahepatic ducts[6]. Anatomically, 
intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICCA) arises from the segmental bile ducts or smaller branches of the 
intrahepatic biliary tree [Figure 1][7]. Per the 2019 WHO classification of tumors of the digestive system, 
ICCA has two main subtypes: large duct type, which resembles extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, and small 
duct type, which shares many characteristics with hepatocellular carcinoma[8]. Perihilar cholangiocarcinoma 
(PCCA) arises from the cystic duct-common duct junction to the second-order bile ducts[9]. Distal 
cholangiocarcinoma (DCCA) develops between the ampulla of Vater to the cystic duct[9]. However, some 
debate exists about the exact transitions between the CCA subtypes. Multiple classification systems exist for 
CCA, each with its own limitations. A well-known staging system by The American Joint Committee on 
Cancer (AJCC) stratifies disease prognosis by stage based on tumor size (T), lymph node disease (N), and 
metastasis (M) for the three subtypes of CCA[10]. The Bismuth-Corlette classification further subdivides 
perihilar tumors by the extent of ductal infiltration[11]. Type I PCCAs include tumors distal to the confluence 
of the left and right ducts; type II tumors involve the confluence; type III tumors extend into the right 
hepatic duct (IIIa) or left hepatic duct (IIIb) in addition to involving the confluence; type IV tumors extend 
into both the right and left hepatic bile ducts. An alternative classification system for PCCAs, the Blumgart 
staging system, includes clinically relevant factors such as the presence or absence of portal venous invasion 
and hepatic atrophy in addition to tumor location and extent of bile duct involvement[12,13]. This system 
classifies tumors into three stages (T1-T3) and predicts resectability, the potential for metastatic disease, and 
survival[12,13]. As understanding of the complex pathophysiology of CCA improves, new classification 
systems will continue to emerge; however, as of now, no universally accepted system exists[14-17].

Risk factors
Large population-based studies have revealed several risk factors for CCA. While metabolic conditions (i.e., 
obesity, diabetes, and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease) and toxic exposures (i.e., alcohol, tobacco, 1,2-
dichloropropane, dichloromethane, and thorotrast) are known risk factors for CCA[18-23], chronic 
inflammation of the bile ducts is associated with most cases of CCA. In the Western world, the etiology of 
long-standing bile duct inflammation includes primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC) and choledochal cystic 
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Figure 1. Cholangiocarcinoma classification includes intrahepatic, hilar, and extrahepatic or distal subgroups. The majority of 
cholangiocarcinomas arise from perihilar or distal ducts, while less than 10% are from intrahepatic ducts. Additionally, through 
improved genetic analysis, there is a better understanding of the shared and distinct somatic genomic landscapes of 
cholangiocarcinoma and possible actionable mutation for which therapies may exist.

disease. Nearly 30% of CCAs are diagnosed in patients with PSC. Furthermore, patients with PSC tend to 
develop CCAs in the 5th decade of life, a much younger age compared with the general CCA cohort (age > 
65 years); patients with PSC have a lifetime risk of developing CCA of approximately 10%[24-26]. Patients with 
untreated choledochal cysts also tend to develop CCA at an earlier age with a risk of malignancy 
approaching 20%[27,28]. Patients with a long common pancreaticobiliary channel, as a result of a congenital 
malformation in which the ducts join outside of the duodenal wall, are at higher risk of developing biliary 
tract cancers[29]. Liver fluke infection, more common in Asia, is associated with ICCA[30]. Multiple cohort 
studies demonstrate an association between viral hepatitis and cholangiocarcinoma; however, this risk is 
much lower than for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)[18,31-33]. To date, at least four genetic disorders are 
associated with an increased risk of developing cholangiocarcinoma: Lynch syndrome, BAP1 tumor 
predisposition syndrome, cystic fibrosis, and multiple biliary papillomatosis, the latter of which leads to 
malignant transformation in up to 80% of patients[34-37]. In most cases of CCA, an etiological factor cannot be 
identified[38].

Pathophysiology
Histologically, over 90% of CCAs are adenocarcinoma with squamous cell carcinoma comprising most of 
the remaining histological types[9,39]. Morphologic subtypes include sclerosing, nodular, or papillary. All 
three subtypes have a high rate of local invasion, slow growth, produce mucin, and tend to invade 
perineural sheath and spread along nerves[39]. Most CCAs start with molecular mutations as a result of 
chronic inflammation[40]. Prolonged exposure of cholangiocytes to inflammatory mediators such as tumor 
necrosis factor-α, interleukin-6, and cyclo-oxygenase-2, cause progressive mutations in oncologic regulatory 
genes. Furthermore, inflammation-induced impaired bile flow leads to cholestasis and bile acid 
accumulation, lowering pH. An acidic microenvironment activates numerous cellular pathways (e.g., 
ERK1/2, Akt, NF-κB, etc.) responsible for tumor growth, infiltration, and spread[41,42]. Other mediators 
upregulated in CCA include transforming growth factor-β, vascular endothelial growth factor, and 
hepatocyte growth factor facilitate cellular proliferation, angiogenesis, and cell migration[43-46]. Ongoing 
research continues to reveal underlying molecular alterations responsible for the pathogenesis of CCA 
providing potential marks for targeted therapies.
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DIAGNOSTIC WORKUP
CCA commonly presents with non-specific symptoms such as abdominal pain, weight loss, fatigue, and 
night sweats[9]. While ICCAs usually remain asymptomatic until the mass is significantly large to cause mass 
effect, PCCAs and DCCAs can cause biliary obstruction producing earlier symptoms such as jaundice, 
pruritis, dark-colored urine, and clay-colored stools. Once suspected, workup of CCA includes a 
multiphasic abdominal/pelvic computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with IV 
contrast, chest CT, liver function tests, tumor markers CEA, CA 19-9, ± Alpha-fetoprotein and 
EUS/biopsy[47]. Since most pathologic hepatic lesions are metastatic in origin, additional workup to include 
an esophagogastroduodenoscopy, colonoscopy, and mammography are strongly encouraged before a 
definitive diagnosis of ICCA is made[47,48]. Fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography can be helpful 
to rule out distant metastatic disease[49]. MRI/magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatogra (MRCP) is 
emerging as the preferred imaging modality, especially for the evaluation of ICCA and PCCA[28]. 
MRI/MRCP offers a comparable evaluation of the biliary system to endoscopic retrograde 
cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) or percutaneous transhepatic cholangiography in addition to enabling 
the surgeons to examine vascular involvement and local tumor extension, knowledge of which is critical in 
determining resectability and surgical approach[50]. All patients with CCAs should be reviewed by a 
multidisciplinary team. In cases where the diagnosis is in doubt (e.g., biliary stricture with negative 
brushings), surgical resection should be considered on an individual patient basis as certain clinical 
scenarios may be consistent with an oncologic etiology despite the lack of a tissue diagnosis.

Once the diagnosis is established, resectability drives the prognosis for patients with CCA. Guidelines vary, 
but traditional criteria for resectability include the absence of retropancreatic or paraceliac lymph node 
involvement, absence of extrahepatic adjacent organ invasion, absence of disseminated disease, and absence 
of main portal vein or main hepatic artery invasion; however, certain specialized, high volume centers have 
acceptable outcomes with en bloc resection of the portal vein or hepatic artery followed by vascular 
reconstruction if microscopically negative margins (R0 resection) are achieved[51-55]. Additional factors for 
resection are specific to the tumor location and include bilateral duct involvement up to secondary radicles, 
atrophy of one lobe with contralateral secondary biliary radicle involvement, or involvement of bilateral 
hepatic arteries[56]. Staging laparoscopy provides limited benefit in the evaluation of locoregional 
involvement due to the improvement in cross-sectional imaging, but it can be used selectively to rule out 
small peritoneal disease in high-risk patients such as those with elevated CA 19-9 levels in the absence of 
biliary obstruction[57].

Preoperative optimization
Preoperative biliary decompression in CCA remains controversial[58-63]. Data from recent meta-analyses have 
come to different conclusions on the impact of preoperative stenting[62,63]. Proponents of preoperative biliary 
decompression cite the physiologic impact of hyperbilirubinemia on liver regeneration and immune 
function, as well as the potential increase in postoperative complications[64]. Preoperative biliary drainage is 
indicated in patients with severe symptomatic jaundice, cholangitis, or in patients with hyperbilirubinemia 
and planned chemotherapy[65]. Opponents argue that the procedure itself (i.e., endoscopic or percutaneous 
approach) can have complications such as bleeding or perforation as well as future complications from stent 
or drain blockage. Furthermore, unnecessary manipulation of the biliary tract may lead to cholangitis and 
sepsis[64]. When preoperative drainage is pursued, the interval of drainage (i.e., time from drainage 
procedure to surgery) should be short to decrease the risk of complications. Furthermore, debate continues 
surrounding the optimal approach for preoperative drainage, endoscopic versus percutaneous[66-68]. A recent 
multicenter randomized controlled trial examining these two approaches was stopped early due to higher 
all-cause mortality in the percutaneous transhepatic biliary drainage group; however, the results were hard 
to interpret due to low study enrollment[69]. Well-powered randomized controlled trials are needed to 
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elucidate best practice, but the low incidence of CCA and the heterogeneous pathophysiology makes these 
studies difficult to perform.

An adequate future liver remnant (FLR) requires at least two continuous segments with adequate perfusion, 
venous outflow, and biliary drainage. The degree of underlying liver disease (e.g., steatohepatitis, cirrhosis, 
chemotherapy-associated liver injury, etc.) influences the amount of FLR needed to prevent postoperative 
hepatic complications. For patients undergoing major hepatectomy, surgeons should consider CT or MRI 
volumetry and liver function assessment with indocyanine green clearance testing to determine the 
maximum extent of major hepatic resection that will not lead to postoperative liver complications[70]. In 
situations when complete surgical resection will create an inadequate FLR, alternative approaches are 
needed. Historically, surgeons performed a 2-stage hepatectomy to induce liver regeneration after the first 
resection[71]. However, liver regeneration could be slow, and many patients never received the second stage 
of the procedure[72]. In turn, a novel 2-stage liver resection called associating liver partition and portal vein 
ligation for staged hepatectomy (ALPPS) procedure was proposed. This procedure combines portal vein 
ligation with transection of the liver along the FLR. After adequate liver hypertrophy approximately 1-2 
weeks later, the surgeon completes the hepatectomy by transecting the right hepatic artery, the biliary duct, 
and the hepatic vein(s) during the second stage of the procedure[73]. ALPPS induced greater liver 
hypertrophy, and patients had a higher rate of stage 2 hepatectomy completion compared with historical 
staged hepatectomy; however, high morbidity and mortality have prevented broader adoption of ALPPS[74]. 
Portal vein embolization (PVE) is another option to increase the FLR. The initial PVE approach through an 
ileocolic venous branch is a surgical procedure requiring general anesthesia and has fallen out of favor of 
minimally invasive approaches performed by interventional radiology[75]. In appropriately selected patients, 
PVE induces liver hypertrophy leading to high rates of planned hepatectomy and low rates of postoperative 
liver failure[76].

NEOADJUVANT THERAPY
Neoadjuvant therapy has gained favor in the treatment of CCA. Theoretical benefits include downstaging 
unresectable disease, early treatment of potential micro-metastatic disease, and allowing time to evaluate the 
aggressiveness of the tumor biology as disease progression on neoadjuvant therapy is a poor prognostic 
indicator[77]. Limited studies have revealed no improvement in OS among patients who underwent surgical 
resection after neoadjuvant chemotherapy compared with patients who underwent upfront surgery[78,79]. 
With multiple neoadjuvant chemotherapy trails currently recruiting, the role of neoadjuvant chemotherapy 
for patients with CCA will be better defined in the future[80].

Patients with unresectable CCA may benefit from liver-directed therapies such as transarterial 
radioembolization (TARE), transarterial chemoembolization (TACE), transarterial bland embolization 
(TAE), yttrium-90 (Y-90) radioembolization, as well as hepatic artery infusion (HAI) therapy. In HAI 
therapy, a surgically placed pump into the gastroduodenal artery delivers high-dose chemotherapy directly 
to the liver with few systemic side effects[81]. A retrospective review and follow-up phase 2 clinical trial 
demonstrated improved OS for CCA patients with unresectable disease that received combined HAI 
therapy and systemic chemotherapy even when patients had positive lymph nodes[81,82]. These therapies are 
discussed in greater detail in the Locoregional Options section of this review.

APPROACH TO RESECTION
Current best evidence to guide the surgical management of CCA comes from observational studies. 
Complete surgical resection with negative margins remains the only chance for cure from CCA. Improved 
surgical techniques, regionalization of care to high-volume centers, and appropriate application of 
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preoperative optimization techniques (i.e., portal vein embolization, locoregional and systemic therapies) 
have safely expanded the candidates of potentially resectable patients and improved outcomes[53,83-88].

Management of intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma
Hepatectomy with negative margins and a regional lymphadenectomy of the porta hepatis while 
maintaining an adequate liver remnant offers the best chance at long-term survival for patients with ICCA. 
Once the abdomen is entered, a thorough evaluation of the abdominal cavity for metastatic disease and 
resectability should be performed. If exploration reveals distant metastatic disease or lymph node disease 
beyond the porta hepatis, the procedure should be aborted as these are contraindications to resection. The 
liver should be fully evaluated with intraoperative ultrasound, specifically looking for multifocal hepatic 
disease and proximity of the tumor to intrahepatic structures that may prohibit resection. Intraoperative 
ultrasound utilization can change surgical management in up to one-third of cases[89]. Traditionally, 
multifocal ICCA represented metastatic disease and a contraindication to surgical resection. In a large 
database study, Yin et al.[90] examined 580 patients with multifocal ICCA and demonstrated significantly 
improved median survival in patients that underwent resection compared with patients who were managed 
non-operatively.

Patients with microscopically negative margins (R0 resection) have significantly better outcomes compared 
with patients who had a resection with microscopically positive margins (R1 resection)[91]. However, the 
optimal negative margin width is unclear as studies provide conflicting data[91,92]. While major hepatectomy 
is often required to completely excise ICCA, wedge resection or segmental resection is acceptable as long as 
an R0 resection is achieved. Conversely, aggressive surgical approaches may be an option for highly selected 
patients with otherwise unresectable tumors and good liver function treated at high-volume centers by 
experienced surgeons and multidisciplinary care teams. Initially described by Dr. Raab et al.[93], ex vivo liver 
resection techniques include in-situ, ante-situm, and ex-situ approaches, which require veno-venous bypass, 
liver perfusion, and major vascular reconstruction. The technically demanding procedure has a high 
complication and mortality rate and, when performed for CCA, can have a high tumor recurrence rate[94]. 
Overall, over 76% to 92% of patients with ICCA receive an R0 resection when taken to the operating room 
with curative intent based on preoperative workup[91,92,95-97].

Management of perihilar cholangiocarcinoma 
Surgical resection of PCCA begins in a similar fashion to ICCA resection with abdominal exploration for 
metastatic disease and tumor evaluation with intraoperative ultrasound to confirm resectability. Particular 
attention should be paid to potential tumor involvement of the contralateral bile ducts and vascular 
structures.

Microscopically negative margins are critical to long-term outcomes for patients with PCCA as 5-year OS 
drops form between 27%-45% for patients that received an R0 resection compared to 0%-23% for patients 
with an R1 or R2 resection[12,54,98-100]. Aggressive surgical management is warranted in patients with adequate 
functional FLR. The intraoperative frozen section of the proximal ductal margin can be used to guide 
intraoperative decision-making. Patients that achieved R0 resection after re-resection of a positive frozen 
section margin had comparable survival outcomes as patients initially with R0 resection while patients with 
R1 resection had significantly decreased survival[101]. Complete resection of PCCA includes removal of the 
involved biliary tree, associated hemi-liver, and porta hepatis lymphadenectomy. The central location of 
PCCAs generally requires a caudate lobe resection. The contralateral bile duct is usually reconstructed with 
a Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy. There may be tumors that require an extended liver resection and/or 
vascular resection to achieve negative margins. Extended hepatectomy (e.g., trisectionectomy) and vascular 
resection have acceptable outcomes when performed at specialized centers by high-volume surgeons and 
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are encouraged to achieve R0 resection[87,102]. In an earlier study examining 80 patients with PCCA, extended 
hepatic resection, including right trisectionectomy and portal vein resections, resulted in higher rates of R0 
resection and subsequent longer survival[102]. In a recent retrospective study, 216 patients with Bismuth type 
IV PCCA underwent resection, of which 112 patients underwent a left hepatic trisectionectomy, and 131 
patients had a combined vascular resection[87]. Over 40% of patients experienced a Clavien-Dindo grade III 
or higher complication and 1.9% surgical mortality within 90 days. An R0 resection was achieved among 
72% of patients. The high R0 resection rate in this challenging patient population corresponded to a 
significantly improved 5-year survival rate compared with patients who had unresected tumors (32.8% vs. 
1.5%; P < 0.001). As recently as the AJCC 7th edition, type IV PCCAs were classified as stage IV disease and 
deemed unresectable due to the poor OS[103]. The feasibility of excellent oncologic outcomes with low 
mortality despite higher morbidity in a surgically complex patient population has been demonstrated. For 
example, portal vein resection can be routinely performed when there is suspicion of tumor invasion. 
However, arterial resection and reconstruction should be limited to highly selected patients as arterial 
resection can result in higher morbidity and mortality compared with portal vein resection[88]. For patients 
with Bismuth type I or II, limited bile duct resection has been attempted; however, en bloc liver resection 
typically has provided significantly better 5-year survival (50%) compared with extrahepatic bile duct 
resection alone (30%) and is the preferred management approach[104].

Lymphadenectomy
The presence of nodal metastases adversely impacts OS in patients with CCA. In addition, when nodal 
disease is present, prognostic factors including vascular invasion and multiple tumors no longer impact 
survival, suggesting that nodal spread is one of the most important prognostic indicators in CCA[105]. 
Lymphadenectomy provides prognostic and staging information but offers little therapeutic benefit[10]. 
Approximately half of surgeons perform a lymphadenectomy with the utilization of lymph node evaluation 
rising proportionally to tumor size[106]. When performed routinely for ICCA and PCCA, lymph node 
metastases appear in 40%-50% of patients, with the incidence increasing proportionally with T stage[107,108]. 
Standard dissection for patients with ICCA or PCCA involves a regional lymphadenectomy of the porta 
hepatitis[47]. A recent recommendation proposed that lymphadenectomy for ICCA and PCCA should 
include both station 12 (hepatoduodenal ligament) and 8 (common hepatic artery) lymph nodes. 
Lymphadenectomy of these stations covered 82% of metastatic cases regardless of tumor location[109]. While 
there is no universal consensus on the minimum number of lymph nodes needed for accurate staging, the 
8th edition of the AJCC staging system recommends recovery of at least 6 lymph nodes[110]. Gross lymph 
node metastases to the porta hepatis portend a poor prognosis, and surgical resection should only be 
pursued in highly selected patients.

Management of distal cholangiocarcinoma
DCCA can also present later in the disease process, and only a minority of patients are resectable at the time 
of diagnosis[111]. Prior to resection, a thorough evaluation of the anticipated proximal biliary margin should 
be performed to confirm the absence of disease. The recommended surgical approach for DCCA is 
pancreaticoduodenectomy with lymphadenectomy and typical  pancreaticojejunostomy, 
hepaticojejunostomy, and gastrojejunostomy or duojejunostomy reconstruction. Patients with R0 resection 
have a median survival of 25 months and approximately 30% 5-year survival[112,113]. The morbidity profile 
compares favorably to more proximal CCAs with lower mortality rates[114]. In situations with diffuse 
involvement of the biliary tract where the CCA extends to include the distal and perihilar segments, a 
hepatectomy can be added to a pancreaticoduodenectomy to achieve negative margins with acceptable 
morbidity and mortality[115,116]. These combined cases should be performed at high-volume centers with 
experienced multidisciplinary care teams for highly selected patients to achieve the best outcomes.
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Periampullary carcinomas arise within 2 cm of the major duodenal papilla and include 4 possible sites of 
origin: biliary tract (periampullary CCA), pancreas, ampulla of Vater, and duodenum. Survival rates for 
ampullary and duodenal cancers are highest, followed by periampullary CCAs and pancreatic cancer. The 
majority of these cancers (80%) are resectable at the time of diagnosis. Like DCCA, the preferred surgical 
approach for periampullary CCA is pancreaticoduodenectomy. Transduodenal ampullectomy has been 
performed in highly selected patients with T1 disease. However, due to early lymph node metastases, over 
10% in some series, even for these early-stage tumors, such local approaches carry higher risks of local 
recurrence and worst survival[117,118].

ADJUVANT THERAPY
Surgical resection for CCA offers the best chance for long-term survival, yet recurrence rates remain high, 
suggesting the need for more effective systemic therapy[119]. The low prevalence of biliary tract malignancies 
makes it rather difficult to study and find effective therapies. Clinical trials of adjuvant chemotherapy and 
radiation are limited. Additionally, in order to achieve sufficient statistical power, these studies often include 
a heterogenous cohort with ICCA, extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ECCA), and gallbladder cancers[120]. In 
addition to studies having mixed pathologies, historically, studies of adjuvant therapy for biliary tract 
cancers have been small, nonrandomized, and retrospective[121].

While population-based cohort studies support the use of adjuvant chemotherapy, the results of recent 
randomized controlled trials demonstrate conflicting results[122]. Horgan et al.[123] performed a meta-analysis 
on studies published between 1960 and November 2010 on adjuvant chemotherapy, radiotherapy, or both 
compared with curative-intent surgery alone for resected biliary tract cancer. These authors reported a 
nonsignificant improvement in OS with any adjuvant therapy compared with surgery alone (P = 0.06). 
Patients who received chemotherapy or chemoradiotherapy had a greater benefit than individuals who 
received radiation alone. The greatest benefit with adjuvant therapy was noted in patients with lymph node 
metastasis or R1 resection[123]. Ghidini et al.[124] performed a meta-analysis of 50 studies including 22,499 
patients, 3967 of which underwent surgical resection, to compare any adjuvant therapy, including 
chemotherapy and chemoradiation, and found any use of adjuvant therapy increased survival by 4.3 months 
compared to surgery alone.

The main deterrent to widespread acceptance of adjuvant therapy for biliary tract cancers has been the lack 
of sufficient data from randomized clinical trials. Clinical trials such as ABC-02, PRODIGE-12/ACCORD-
18, and BILCAP have attempted to answer the need for effective adjuvant therapy [Table 1]. As there was no 
established adjuvant chemotherapy for patients with resected pancreaticobiliary malignancies, in 2002, 
Takada et al.[125] investigated the use of mitomycin C at the time of surgery and 5-FU in 2 courses for 5 
consecutive days during postoperative weeks 1 and 3, followed by 5-FU daily from postoperative week 5 
until disease recurrence. In total, 436 patients were randomized: 158 patients with pancreatic 
adenocarcinoma, 118 with bile duct cancer, 112 with gallbladder cancer, and 48 with cancer of the ampulla 
of Vater. The 5-year OS was significantly better in patients with gallbladder cancer who received adjuvant 
mitomycin C and 5-FU compared with control, but there was no difference in OS or DFS in patients with 
pancreatic, bile duct, or ampullary cancer[125].

ABC-02
This phase III randomized clinical trial by Valle et al.[126] was performed comparing cisplatin plus 
gemcitabine vs. gemcitabine alone in patients with locally advanced or metastatic cholangiocarcinoma, 
gallbladder cancer, or ampullary cancer. Four hundred and ten patients were randomized to receive 
cisplatin plus gemcitabine for eight cycles or gemcitabine alone for six cycles for up to 24 weeks. The 
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Table 1. Randomized clinical trials of chemotherapy for biliary tract cancer

Takada et al.[125] PRODIGE12/ACCORD18 BILCAP BCAT

Study arms 5FU + mitomycin vs. observation GEMOX vs. observation Capecitabine vs. observation Gemcitabine vs. observation

Recruitment 
period

April 1986-June 1992 July 2009-February 2014 March 2006-December 2017 September 2007-January 2011

Total sample 
size

436 196 447 225

Disease 
distribution

CCA 118 (27%) 
PDAC 158 (36%) 
GBC 112 (26%) 
Ampulla 48 (11%)

ICCA 86 (44%) 
PCCA 15 (8%) 
DCCA 55 (28%) 
GBC 38 (20%)

ICCA 84 (19%) 
PCCA 128 (28%) 
DCCA 156 (35%) 
GBC 79 (18%)

PCCA 101 
DCCA 124

Primary 
endpoints

OS RFS and time to definitive deterioration 
of HRQOL

OS OS

Secondary 
endpoints

DFS, ECOG PS, improvement in body weight, adverse events OS, toxicity, and exploratory 
translational endpoint

Per-protocol analysis of OS/RFS, RFS, toxicity, 
health economics, and quality of life

RFS and toxicity

Completion of 
therapy

80% completion Median of 10 cycles of 10 for 
gemcitabine and oxaliplatin

55% completed chemotherapy, 10 patients (4%) 
had 0 cycles, 32% discontinued therapy due to 
toxicity

52.1% completed chemotherapy 
 
18 patients stopped Gem due to 
needing tor dose reduction

Results 5-year OS improved in patients with GBC who received adjuvant 
therapy (26.0% vs. 14.4%, P = 0.0367) and 5 year DFS (20.3% vs. 
11.6%, P = 0.0210) 
No difference in OS or DFS in patients with PDAC, CCA, or 
ampullary cancer

No difference in OS, RFS, or 
deterioration of HRQOL 

No significant difference in OS in intention to treat 
population 
Significant improvement with capecitabine in OS 
and RFS in prespecified per-protocol analysis

Gemcitabine provided no 
difference in OS or RFS

Relapse rate 79.9% adjuvant therapy 
88.4% observation

62.1% adjuvant therapy 
67.7% observation

60% adjuvant therapy 
65% observation

53.8% adjuvant therapy 
56.5% observation

GBC: Gallbladder cancer; CCA: cholangiocarcinoma; PDAC: pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma; ECC: extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma; ICC: intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma; 5FU: 5-fluorouracil; OS: overall survival; 
DFS: disease-free survival; RFS: recurrence-free survival; ECOG PS: Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group Performance Status; HRQOL: health-related quality of life; ICCA: intrahepatic Cholangiocarcinoma; PCC: 
peripheral cholangiocarcinoma; DCCA: distal cholangiocarcinoma; GEMOX: gemcitabine oxaliplatin; BACT: bile duct adjuvant cancer trial.

primary endpoint was OS with secondary endpoints of progression-free survival, tumor response, and adverse events. Of the 410 patients randomized, 149 
patients had gallbladder cancer, 241 had cholangiocarcinoma, and 20 had ampullary cancer; 204 received cisplatin plus gemcitabine, and 206 received 
gemcitabine alone.

At a median follow-up of 8.2 months, the median OS was significantly higher in patients who received cisplatin-gemcitabine than the gemcitabine alone (11.7 
months vs. 8.1 months; hazard ratio = 0.64; 95%CI: 0.52-0.80; P < 0.001). Additionally, patients who received cisplatin-gemcitabine had improved PFS (8.0 
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months vs. 5.0 months, P < 0.001) and tumor control rate (81.4% vs. 71.8%, P = 0.049). On prespecified 
subgroup analysis, there was no difference in the hazard ratio for death according to the primary tumor site. 
These data provided evidence that cisplatin plus gemcitabine is an effective treatment for locally advanced 
or metastatic biliary tract cancer[126]. These results were utilized as the basis of using gemcitabine with 
cisplatin in the adjuvant setting and set the stage for following clinical trials[120].

PRODIGE-12/ACCORD-18
In a phase II study, Gemcitabine Oxaliplatin (GEMOX) was demonstrated to be tolerable and active in 
patients with advanced biliary tract cancers[127]. The PRODIGE-12/ACCORD-18 was a phase III multi-
institutional study performed to determine if adjuvant GEMOX could improve outcomes compared to 
surgery alone in patients who received R0 or R1 resection of localized biliary tract cancer[128]. The primary 
endpoints were relapse-free survival and time to definitive deterioration of health-related quality of life 
(HRQOL). Secondary endpoints included OS, toxicity, and exploratory translational endpoints. Of the 196 
patients included, 38 patients had gallbladder cancer, while 86 patients had ICCA, 15 PCCA, and 55 DCCA. 
At a median follow-up of 46.5 months, there was no significant difference in relapse-free survival between 
patients who received GEMOX and those who had surgery alone (30.4 months vs. 18.5 months; hazard ratio 
= 0.88; 95%CI: 0.62-1.25; P = 0.48). In addition, there was no difference in time to deterioration of HRQOL. 
OS was not statistically significant between groups (75.8 months vs. 50.8 months; hazard ratio = 1.08; 
95%CI: 0.70-1.66; P = 0.74). Furthermore, on pre-planned subgroup analysis, disease site, lymph node 
status, or margin status did not identify a subgroup that would benefit from GEMOX. This study has been 
criticized as being underpowered to detect an effect size hazard ratio of 0.6, as well as including a low 
proportion of patients who are considered to be high-risk (13% had R1 resections and 37% had lymph node-
positive disease) who would benefit the most from adjuvant therapy[120].

BILCAP
The BILCAP study was a phase III multi-institutional study that compared adjuvant capecitabine to 
observation in patients with biliary tract cancer who underwent macroscopically complete resection with 
curative intent[129]. The primary endpoint was OS, and secondary endpoints included a per-protocol analysis 
of outcomes, RFS, toxicity, health economics, and quality of life. Of the 447 patients randomized, 84 patients 
had ICCA, 128 PCCA, 156 DCCA, and 79 gallbladder cancer. At a median follow-up of 60 months, in the 
intention-to-treat analysis, the median OS was 51.1 months in the capecitabine group compared to 36.4 
months in the observation group (adjusted hazard ratio = 0.81, 95%CI: 0.63-1.04; P = 0.097) and RFS of 24.4 
months in the capecitabine group and 17.5 months in the observation group (P = 0.033). In a prespecified 
per-protocol analysis, median OS was 53 months in the capecitabine group and 36 months in the 
observation group (adjusted hazard ratio = 0.75, 95%CI: 0.58-0.97; P = 0.028), as well as a median RFS of 
25.9 months in the capecitabine group and 17.4 months in the observation group (P = 0.0093)[129]. However, 
there was no evidence of a difference in RFS beyond 24 months, indicating capecitabine may delay 
recurrence[120,129].

Based on the results of the BILCAP trial, patients with resected biliary tract cancers should receive 6 months 
of adjuvant capecitabine[47]. However, the BILCAP trial has been criticized as only having a significant 
improvement in OS in the adjusted and per-protocol analyses. Additionally, the R1 resection margin and 
lymph node metastasis rate were relatively high, which has been proposed to account for the different 
results between the BILCAP trail and PRODIGE-12/ACCORD-18 and Bile Duct Cancer Adjuvant Trial 
(BCAT) trials[119].
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BCAT
The BCAT trial was a randomized controlled multi-institutional phase III Japanese trial that investigated 
adjuvant gemcitabine compared to observation in patients with resected bile duct cancer[130]. The primary 
endpoint was OS. Secondary endpoints included relapse-free survival, subgroup analysis, and toxicity. Two 
hundred and twenty-five patients were included: 45% had PCCA while 55% had DCCA. Gemcitabine 
provided no difference in OS or RFS.

TOSBIC01 (Tokyo Study Group for Biliary Cancer)
The TOSBIC01 was a phase II study that examined S-1, an oral fluoropyrimidine derivative, in 46 patients 
with resected biliary malignancies. The regimen consisted of S-1 given within 10 weeks post-surgery and 
continued up to 1-year post-surgery. Of the 46 patients that met inclusion criteria, 19 had ECCA, 10 had 
gallbladder carcinoma, 9 had ampullary carcinoma, and 8 had ICCA. There was a 54.3% completion rate, 
while the completion rate without recurrence during the 1-year administration was 62.5%. OS and DFS rates 
at 1 year were 91.2% and 80.0%, and 84.3% and 77.2% at 2 years, respectively[131].

Chemoradiotherapy - SWOG0809
The SWOG0809 trial is the only clinical trial utilizing chemoradiotherapy for ECCA or gallbladder cancer. 
In this study, 54 of 79 patients had ECCA, while the remainder had gallbladder cancer. Results were similar 
for gallbladder and ECCA. The two-year OS was 68% (95%CI: 54%-79%) for ECCA and 56% (95%CI: 35%-
73%) for gallbladder cancer patients (P = 0.87). The two-year DFS was 54% (95%CI: 39%-66%) for ECCA 
and 48% (95%CI: 28%-66%) for gallbladder cancer (P = 0.71)[132].

LOCOREGIONAL OPTIONS
Unfortunately, most patients with cholangiocarcinoma present with advanced disease and are not 
candidates for surgical resection. Locoregional therapies may improve outcomes in patients with advanced 
disease. Intra-arterial therapy (IAT) options such as TACE, TAE, drug-eluting beads, or Y-90 
radioembolization were found to be safe and effective in patients with ICCA. In a retrospective review of 
five major hepatobiliary institutions, IAT produced a partial or complete response in 25.5% of patients and 
stable disease in 61.5%, while 13.0% had progressive disease[133]. In addition to treating patients with 
advanced disease, locoregional therapies have been used in an attempt to downstage patients to render the 
tumor resectable[119]. Patients with locally advanced cholangiocarcinoma who underwent neoadjuvant 
therapy followed by resection after tumor downstaging were found to have similar short and long-term 
results compared to patients with initially resectable cholangiocarcinoma[79]. This highlights the importance 
of surgical resection in the treatment of cholangiocarcinoma.

The concept of liver-directed arterial infusion therapy was initially developed in the 1950s for the treatment 
of primary and secondary liver cancers. The concept of liver regional therapy was conceived by the 
landmark study from Sullivan et al.[134], which described their experience with placement of a catheter in the 
common hepatic artery and directly infusing chemotherapy for one to two months to treat primary and 
secondary liver cancer. Hepatic artery infusion therapy has gained a foothold in the treatment of patients 
with colorectal liver metastasis[135]. However, the application of HAI therapy to other primary or secondary 
liver tumors, such as ICCA, is under investigation.

A phase II clinical trial included 34 patients with unresectable primary liver cancer (26 ICCA and 8 HCC) 
treated with hepatic artery infusion with floxuridine (HAI-FUDR). Sixteen patients had a partial response, 
14 patients had stable disease, and three patients had progressive disease. Patients who responded to therapy 
had a median disease-specific survival of 29.5 months. The patients with ICCA had a greater response rate 
than HCC (53.8% vs. 25%, respectively)[136]. A retrospective review analyzed 104 patients with unresectable 
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ICCA confined to the liver who were treated with combined HAI and systemic therapy (gemcitabine-based) 
or systemic therapy alone[81]. The HAI combination therapy demonstrated a greater response rate than 
systemic therapy alone[81].

Systemic gemcitabine and oxaliplatin was then investigated in combination with FUDR via HAI. The study 
included patients with unresectable ICCA and also allowed for resectable regional lymphadenopathy. 
Eighty-four percent of patients achieved disease control at 6 months, with 58% of patients showing a partial 
response. The 6-month PFS was 67% for pretreated patients and 89% for chemotherapy-naïve patients. The 
median OS was 25 months. Similar to prior studies, nodal disease did not alter OS or PFS. Four patients 
experienced a significant enough response to undergo resection of their tumor[82]. Although there is a 
limitation in the number of studies, the use of HAI pump therapy, particularly in ICCA, is gaining interest, 
and a randomized controlled trial is needed to establish the role of this therapy for ICCA.

TRANSPLANT
Liver transplantation (LT) is a widely accepted treatment modality for HCC. HCC typically occurs in 
patients with underlying liver disease, which may hinder a patient’s ability to undergo resection. In these 
patients, LT has the advantage of not only addressing the HCC but also the underlying liver disease. 
Similarly, patients with CCA may experience limitations for resection secondary to chronic liver disease and 
inadequate future liver remnant[137]. The use of LT for CCA is becoming more widely accepted, specifically 
for early-stage non-resectable PCCA, while the role of LT in patients with ICCA is currently debated.

Initial series investigating LT for patients with ICCA resulted in poor outcomes with an 18%-25% OS and 
RFS at 5 years and is considered by most centers a contraindication for LT[138-141]. There is limited, largely 
retrospective data to support LT for ICCA. A 2016 retrospective study suggested LT may be a viable 
treatment option for patients with small (< 2 cm), solitary ICCA in patients who did not receive 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy[142]. Lunsford et al.[140] investigated the utility of LT in patients with locally 
advanced, unresectable ICCA without vascular involvement or extrahepatic disease who received 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy in a prospective case series. Patients received gemcitabine-based chemotherapy 
and were required to have a minimum of six months of stable disease prior to listing for transplantation. 
Twenty-one patients were evaluated, and twelve patients were listed for transplant. Nine patients were not 
listed for transplant because seven had extrahepatic disease or disease progression, and two were 
downstaged to resectable disease. Six of the twelve patients listed for LT underwent transplantation, three of 
the six not transplanted were still on the transplant list, two did not receive a transplant because of severe 
adhesions, and the remaining patient was found to have resectable disease on exploration. In patients who 
underwent LT, OS at 1 year was 100% with a 3 and 5 year OS of 83.3%. Three patients developed recurrent 
disease at a median of 7.6 months with a 50% recurrence-free survival at 1, 3, and 5 years[140]. Liver 
transplant for ICCA remains controversial and, as of this writing, has not made its way into the National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines for the treatment of ICCA[47].

Unlike patients with ICCA, LT is more widely accepted for the treatment of PCCA. In patients with PCCA, 
LT highly focuses on patient selection. The NCCN guidelines recommend LT in highly selected patients 
with tumors < 3 cm in radial diameter, no intrahepatic or extrahepatic metastasis, and no nodal disease[47]. 
Protocols for LT of PCCA often test underlying tumor biology with neoadjuvant therapy followed by repeat 
staging[143-145]. The Mayo Clinic Protocol utilizes external beam radiation (45 Gy in 30 fractions) with 
continuous infusion of 5 FU over 3 weeks followed by brachytherapy administered 2 weeks following 
completion of external beam radiation therapy and then capecitabine until the time of LT[145]. Diagnostic 
laparoscopy is essential in these patients to look for metastatic disease, or lymph node involvement as up to 
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Table 2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for liver transplantation for hilar-cholangiocarcinoma

Liver transplantation for hilar-cholangiocarcinoma
Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

Diagnosis of cholangiocarcinoma Uncontrolled infection

Transcatheter biopsy or brush cytology Prior radiation or chemotherapy

CA19-9 > 100 mg/mL with mass or malignant appearing stricture Prior or attempted biliary resection

Biliary ploidy by FISH with mass or malignant appearing stricture Intrahepatic metastasis

Unresectable tumor above cystic duct Extrahepatic disease

Radial tumor diameter < 3 cm History of other malignancy within 5 years

Absence of intra and extrahepatic metastasis Transperitoneal biopsy

Medically fit for transplantation

CA19-9: Carbohydrate antigen 19-9.

20% of patients may harbor occult disease[137]. It is recommended that at least one lymph node along the 
proper hepatic artery and common bile duct are excised and pathologically evaluated even if it appears 
normal as nodal disease would prohibit LT[145]. Additionally, percutaneous or endoscopic ultrasound 
directed transperitoneal biopsy has been observed to cause peritoneal seeding, these interventions preclude 
transplant[145]. Indication and contraindications for LT for PCCA are outlined in Table 2[145]. After 
neoadjuvant therapy and in highly selected patients, 5-year OS was found to be 75%[145] and 5 year RFS of 
65%[146].

MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGERY
Minimally invasive surgery has been used in the treatment of multiple hepato-pancreatico-biliary 
malignancies, including CCA. Over the past decade, multiple consensus statements have been written 
stating that minimally invasive liver surgery is safe in the hands of experienced surgeons[147-149]. In a study 
performed to evaluate laparoscopic versus open liver resection in patients with ICCA, the authors found 
that the Pringle Maneuver was used less frequently, and blood loss was less in the laparoscopic group. 
Additionally, there was no difference in complication rates between open and laparoscopic surgery. 
Importantly, there was no difference in oncologic outcomes[150]. Conversely, a recent retrospective study of 
149 patients with PCCA who underwent laparoscopic or open resection reported that while most short-
term surgical outcomes were similar, patients who underwent open surgical resection compared with 
laparoscopic resection had better OS and DFS[151]. In another study, a review of the National Cancer 
Database stratified patients by laparoscopic liver resection vs. open liver resection. In total, 2309 patients 
with ICCA underwent liver resection between 2010 and 2015. During that time, laparoscopic liver resection 
increased from 12% to 16% and was more common for wedge and segmental resections. However, nodal 
evaluation was only performed in 58% of all patients with ICCA. The use of laparoscopic surgery was found 
to exacerbate the lack of lymph node dissection, where patients who underwent laparoscopic surgery had 
significantly worse nodal evaluation than patients who underwent open surgery[152]. Recent meta-analyses 
demonstrated laparoscopic surgery for ICCA is safe and may provide improved short-term outcomes with 
no difference in long-term oncologic results[153,154]. Additionally, although very technically demanding even 
in the open setting with high morbidity[155], surgeons have performed robotic resections and associated 
reconstruction of PCCA[156]. Overall, data comparing minimally invasive vs. open hepatic resection among 
patients with CCA has been limited to retrospective reviews. Randomized controlled trials are needed to 
clarify the role of minimally invasive surgery in this patient population. Although minimally invasive 
surgery can be performed, the first priority is to perform safe surgery followed by achieving good oncologic 
outcomes.
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CONCLUSION
CCAs are a heterogeneous group of tumors with poor long-term survival. Due to the complexity of care 
required to maximize patient outcomes, diagnostic workup and management decisions should be 
performed under the guidance of an experienced multidisciplinary team. Although many CCAs present as 
unresectable tumors, aggressive surgical management performed at specialized centers utilizing appropriate 
preoperative optimizing modalities have expanded the candidates suitable for resection and led to improved 
outcomes with decreasing mortality over the last decade. Furthermore, emerging efficacious adjuvant 
therapies will contribute to extending long-term survival for patients with CCA.
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